ABSTP ACT. A I I eficicnt algorilbin for lbe All-Uidircciio11a1-1L igcs Problwn is presented. ?'lie All-RidircctionalEdges Problem is I O find a i l edge-labelling of an undirected network, G = ( V , E ) , with a ,source a n d a sink, such that an edge [u,v] e E' is labelled (u,v) or (v,u) (or both) depending OII tlie existence of a (siinple) path from the source to sink that visits the vertices U and v, in the order u,v or u p , respectively. The algorithin presented works by partitioning the graph into a set of bridges and analyzisg them recursively. The time complexity of the algorithm is shown to be O((E:( . IVl).
O(lE1 . IVl) time algorithm for All-Uidirectional-Edges problem, using a coinpletely new approach. The algorithm makes a novel use of brzdges of a circuit in a general graph.
The problem of finding all 'bidirectional' edges arises naturally in the context of the simulation of an MOS transistor network, in which a transistor niay operate as a unilateral or a bilateral device, depending on the voltages at its source and drain nodes. (Cf. Brand (1983) [2], Frank (1984)(5].) Foi efficient simulation, it is important to find the set of transistors that may operate as bilateral devices. Also, sometimes it is desired that infornlation propagates in one direction only, and propagation in the wrong direction (resulting in a sneak path) can cause functiocal error. (See Figure 1 ) Cur algorithm can be used to detect all the sneak paths.
In this paper, we describe
Preliminaries
This section introduces some useful graph theoretic terms. The term 'bridge' is taken from Tutte(l977) [13] .
This work was supported in part by NSF grant MCS-8216706 Figure 2 .) An edge e = [u,o] of G not belonging to J but having both ends in J is referred t o as a degenerate bridge. Let G be the graph derived from G by deleting the vertices of J and all their incident edges. Let C be any component of G-Let B be the subgraph of G obtained from C by adjoining to it each edge of G ha-qing one end in C and one in J , and adjoining also the ends in J of all such edges. The subgraph B satisEes the conditions t o be a bridge. Such a bridge is called proper. . . ., Lk-1 such that L, = J [v,; v,+l and two vertices of attachment y1 and yz of Bz, all four distinct, such that 2 1 and x2 separate y1 and yz in the circuit J , then we say that they interlace.
e If B1 and Bz have exactly t h e same set of vertices of attachment we say that they are equzvalent. Definition 1.5: Let J be a circuit of the graph G. A path N in C avoiding J but having its two ends x and y in J is cdlcd a cross-cut of J from x to y. Definition 1.6: (Cf. Figure 3. ) Let J be a circuit of the graph, G such that s <an13 t lie on J . Let We present the following propositions that will be used quite often later on. P r o p o s i t i o n 1.11: (Even[3] 
2, Overview
For the ease of exposition, the algorithm is presented in two parts: The first part is siinple but provides an algorithin of time-co~nplexity of O ( l E . IVI') (to be iniproved later); it also identifies a gr;iph of suitable structure (called a TYPI:.IV graph) such that an efficient algorithm for such graph yields an efficient algorithm for general graphs. The second part, on t h e other hand, is more complicated but provides an O(1El . IVl) time algorithm for a 'I'YPE.'[V graph, which, in turn, iniplies an O(lEl . IVI) time algorithm for the general graphs.
In the first part (Section 3), we introduce four different classes of gr#xphs: TypE.1, TYPE.II, TYrE.111 and TYPE. I V graphs, of successively simpler structure m d show that we can label the graphs of a particular type eficiently, on the assumption of existence of efficient algorithms for the subsequent types. In the process we give a set of four mirtuaZlyt recursive algorithms such that these, together with, an algorithm for TYPE. 
T h e o r e m 3.8: Suppose LABEL-TYPE-I1 correctly labels th.e edges of a 'I'YPE.II graph. T h e n the algorilhm LABEL-TYPE-I correctly labels the edges of a TYPE. I graph. since, as it will be shown in Leniina 3.14 there are at most 4 . JEJ pseudo-edges(I1). Sincr LI is BPQ-bridgc, it Iias a vcrtcx of ;~t,tacIiiricnt z E 01s; tu. IJshg proposition 1.12, we can find siniplr paths from s to t such that they t,ravcrsc e iii either dircdon. 
T h e n the set of mtltually recursive algorithms, LABEL-GRAPH, L A B E L -T Y P E -1 , 1 , A U E L -T Y P E -I I
and LABEL-T Y P E -1 1 1 , correctl%l labels the edges q j a n ?Lndirected con- We define a injective function fl that maps a psoudo-edge(1) to a graph-edge or a pseudo-edge(II1). Let B; be a block with the associated vertices s; and ti and Ji! the anhitus of B;, containing both si and ti. Let e' = [s;, ti] be the pseudo-cdge (1) and let e be an cdge of J; incident, on t; but not belonging to J . Define fi(e'j = e. It is easy to show that f i is one-one and hence, the total number of pseudo-edges(I), IpE'/ 5 5-IEI.
Summing the number of pseudo-edges, we obtain lpE'l+lpEUI+ The algorithm niakes use of many special properties of a bridge and its proofs of correctness are rather complicated. These will be supplied in the author's thesis.
U-Fragment
Before we describe the main algorithm, we introduce the notion of a U-Fragment and sketch an algorithm to find certain pairs of disjoint cross-cuts in it. 
82.
The subgraph U' = {Rus'; t ' ] } U {Sus' P'utu; t'[; and (iii) there exist two vertex disjoint paths in 81, R,[ja'; a ] and Rb[b'; b ] , where R, (Rb) (b') . 0
Henceforth, it will be implicitly assumed that U-Fragment and U-Fragment are found using the following conventions:
C o n v e n t i o n 4.4: Let U' be a U-or U-Fragment with the BPQ-bridge B. The Cross-Cut Pairs of U-Fragments and bridges are defined similarly. Now, we present an algorithm to find a P-, Q-, P Q -or ST-Cross-Cut Pair in a U-Fragment. 
Labelling the Path
We present an algorithm to label the path P of a TYPE.IV graph, G, in O(lE1 . /VI) time. By using the algorithm twice (once for P and once for Q ) , it is possible to label the paths of G in O(lEl. IVI) time. In this section, we only sketch the algorithm €or the case when the bridge B of G has its vertices of attachment s z and t$ distinct from each other and from s m d t. The other cases are similar, but slightly more complicated; and will appear in the full paper.
Algorithm LADEL-PATH(P, I?) . The proof of correctness involves two parts: 13 part _1, we show, by induction on tlie structure of the U-and UFragments, that when the algorithm claims the existence of certain disjoint paths, such paths, in fact, exist; In part 2, we show by nsing'U-Fragments as gadgets, that when the algorithm fails to muster enough evidence for the existence of certain disjoint paths, it is only when no such paths exist.
